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SUMMARY

Some analytical forms are deduced for calculating the flight range of a spherical
particle ejected from the laser plasma target and retarded by gas resistence. It is
shown that the gas pressure influence on viscosity can not be neglected when we
estimate the expansion ranges for debris of various sizes in a helium gas-buffered,
laser produced plasma chamber.

(PARTICLE FLIGHT RANGE, DEBRIS, VISCOSITY, LASER PLASMA PRODUCED
X-RAYS)

RIASSUNTO

Vengono ricavate alcune formule analitiche per il calcolo del range di frammenti
sferici espulsi con velocita iniziale dati e frenati dalla resistenza di un fondo gassoso.
Si mostra che nei gas considerati non si puo ignorare influenza della pressione nella
viscosita del gas.
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PARTICLE RANGE IN A LASER-PLASMA
GENERATED SOFT X-RAY CHAMBER

1. INTRODUCTION

Laser generated plasmas hold great promise as bright sources of soft X-ray radiations for
applications such as projection lithography, and microscopy, and so on (e.g. see [1-^t]). With
conventional solid target, conversion efficiencies of several tens per cent can be reached with
laser intensities of (1013-1014) W/cm2 [5-6], but the particalate emitted from the plasma
region may destroy or coat sensitive x-ray components, such as masks, filters, multilayer
optics or thin membrane windows, positioned very near the plasma. Damage-influence of the
particles can be dramatically reduced by using helium buffer gas as the backgroud gas, while
having minor impact on the x-ray production. Clearly, in order to have a very large x-ray
irradiation, the x-ray components should be arranged as close as possible to the plasma
source, but still beyond the damage range of the debri. Here we present a method for
estimating the range of particles in the case when using background gas.

2. RANGE FORMULAE

Suppose that a spherical particle of mass m with a diameter of <E> moves with a velocity V in a

static gas of the density pg, then its coordinate position is determined by Newton equation of

dVx d2x



71 • <J> ( J x
where m = p m is the particle mass with pm being the density of the particle, Vx = —

6 dt
is the particle velocity at time of t, with the coordinate axis 0-x along the particle movement
direction of V, and FD is the resistant force, experienced by the particle, along the direction
opposite to its velocity V. FD can be written as [7],

(2)

where S = , Cp is the drag coefficient. Under the incompressible gas condition, CD is

only the function of the Reynolds number

(3)

with \i being the dynamic viscosity of the gas.

There are well measured data for drag coefficient C^ (for exampple, see [7]). For a spherical

particle, the drag coefficient CD can be approximated as

f o r R e ~ 1 Q 3 ( 4 a )

CD(Re) = C = (0.37-0.47) for 103 < Re <2.2-105 (4b)

The motion of a particle may be known by solving Eqs. (1-4). Now we discuss several
different cases for the solutions of the range.

(A) Re < 103

It can be deduced from Eqs. (1-4) that

dt



With transformation of q=(Re(t))
2/3 and ts = — , Eq. (5) is reduced to

dq _ - q ( l + q/6)

dt

or

dq _ dt

-q-( l + q/6) ts"

Integration of Eq. (6) over time t from 0 to t yields

(6)

q(0 = -

6

(7)

fpo-O-VoY^ , ,2/3
where qo = — = (Re I , where Vo is the initial velocity of the particle, i.e the

velocity at t=0. Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

Re(O = - 3/2 • (8)

1 J_
R

v2/3 •exp
h) 6

Using Re(t) = — —, Eq. (8) is easily integrated to give the traveling distance of the
[i dt

particle from time 0 to t as

!+-• R?
• e x p k,
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arctg
R.

v l / 3 - arc tg
i (9)

With time t approaching infinity, i.e corresponding to the particle velocity to be reduced from
Vo to 0, we obtain the total traveling distance of the particle or range in gas as

K)"3

.fa)73
71

2
(10)

or

v l / 3

V6
v l / 3

71
(ID

(B) 10 3<R e<2.2-10 5

The drag coefficient can be roughly taken as a constant with CD = C=0.42 in this Reynolds

number range, then we obtain from Eqs. (1-2)

dt 4 * Pm
(12)

The solution of Eq. (12) with an initial condition of the particle velocity VX=VO at t= 0 is

Vn

3 C Pg V 0 - t '
(13)

1 +
4 Pm

The time needed for the particle to be deccelerated from the velocity Vo to Vc == —-
Pg

3 iwith Rg = 103 is obtained jrom Eq. (13) to have the values of
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4 p
(14)

where

If the particle velocity is larger than Vc, i.e. when Vx(t)>Vc, we may integrate two sides of

Eq. (13) over time t to obtain the distance traveled by the particle

(15)

Substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (15) and noticing C=0.42 and Rg=1000, we obtain that

corresponding to the particle velocity reduced from Vo to Vc the particle-traveling distance

X
v

=3.175 .Em.
1000

or

X v _v
v0 vc

Pm Pg-^
1000 - |LL

(16)

Therefore, the traveling distance for the particle velocity to be reduced from Vc to 0 can be

obtained from Eq. (10) or (11) by a substitution of V o for Vc as

R,
v l / 3

• + arc tg
(RU

V6
c \ l / 3

%

2
(17)

Substituting Rc
e = 103 into Eq. (17), it gives

1000
1/3 46

(18)
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10 I 2 = 6.741-O-^nL (19)

Finally we obtain the total range of the particle in gas from Eqs. (16) and (17) or (19) as

R V 0 -0 - RVO-VC
 + R V c - 0 '

or

(20)

3. INFLUENCE OF GAS VISCOSITY ON THE PARTICLE RANGES

That the viscosity is independant on the gas pressure is confirmed by both experimental and

theoretical results in a very wide pressure range, but this is for the case of mean free path / of

the gas molecule being much smaller than the typical sizes Dmacr of the physical object which

the particle is to collide with. Actually, the condition of / « Dmacr is held very well for the

experimental conditions we often have, where the mean free path / of the molecule, for

example, / = 5 -10~ cm for air under STP condition, is too small compared to the physical
sizes, which are usually no much smaller than a fraction of mm. Clearly, when the gas
pressure is much less than 1 atm or the object dimension is very small, i.e. when / can be
compared with or even larger than Dmacr, the dependence of viscosity on gas pressure will

follow a law which is different from that being applicable under the high gas pressure
condition.

The falling problem of a spherical body in gas for the case when / is comparable to or even
smaller than the sphere diameter <3> is theoretically solved and experimentally confirmed by
using charged oil-droplet moving through air of a very low density with small Reynolds
numbers [9,10]. Rewriting the force experienced by the particle in the form of Stokes law, the
dynamics viscosity \i can be written as

B-exp(-C •<&/*)]'
(21)
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where A=2.462, B=0.826, and C=0.439, and

|io=O.499pg-Vg-/ (22)

is the gas dynamic viscosity measured under condition of / «<E>. Here Vg is the average

velocity of molecules in gas.

Since u./u.Q-to 50% for (j)//=2.71, we may more accurately express the high or low gas

pressure condition as (|>»3/, ore

Under high or low gas pressure limits, the expression (21) can be expanded in series, and then
Eq. (21) is approximated as

1-2.46-—I-no f o r 31«®, (23)

or

<£ ( <E>\
= 0.304 — - 1 - 0 . 1 9 4 - — -Ho for 3 / » O (24)

4. APPROXIMATE FORM OF THE RANGE UNDER THE LOW PRESSURE
CONDITION

Noticing that the mean free path of the helium atom can be approximated as /
(cm)=0.01415/p(torr) and using Eq. (24), the range equation of Eq. (11) for helium buffer gas
in the case of / » <E> can be approximated as

Pm 1 82.078 f 65.134 I 128.927
"• a rctg

v 1
—T7T a r c tg TrT
v0

2/3 v 0 1 v i / 3 J v
(25)

where O and Vo are, respectively, in units of cm and cm/s. If defining

(26)
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then Eq. (25) is

Pg
(27)

It can be shown that if taking f(x) = 4.264-10 6 and under conditions of

P(torr)-O(u,m) < 140, the range of the particle calculated by Eq. (27) gives a relative error

within about ±20% in the velocity range of (103-105) cm/s, compared to the result of Eq. (11),
i.e. we can finally approximate the range in units of cm as

xP^4
0°00(cm) = 4.264• 10

e
" 1 0 • O• Vo

095, (28)

where the density of the particle or buffer gas, the diameter and initial velocity of the particle

are, respectively, in units of g/cm3, ]im, and cm/s.

5. SOME CALCULATION RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the relative viscosity \IJ\IQ, defined as the ratio of the dynamic viscosity of gas

to |IQ versus the helium gas pressure. It is seen that for a given diameter of the particle, when

the gas pressure is low enough, L̂/JLIQ decreases very quickly with the pressure decrease.
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Fig. 1- Relative viscosity jJ/j^Q versus the helium gas pressure for the cases, respectively, with the spherical

particle diameter of 0=1 (solid), 5 (dotted), 25 (dashed), and 100 p n (dot-dased line).
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Fig. 2 - Calculated range of the spheritical copper
particle versus its diameter for the cases with the
background helium gas pressure 700 (solid and
dotted lins), and 70 torr (dashed and dot-dashed
lines), where the dotted and dot-dashed lins indicate
the results without considering viscosity-pressure
effect. The initial velocity of the particle is 400 m/s.
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Fig. 3 - Range of the spherical copper particle
versus its diameter for the cases of their initial
velocities, respectively, of 300 (dotted), and 100 m/s
(dashed line), where the background helium gas
pressure is 1 atm.

The calculated range of the copper particle with the initial velocity of V0=400 m/s versus its

diameter for the cases with helium background gas pressure P=700 torr (solid and dotted

lines) and 70 torr (dashed and dot-dashed lines) are ploted in Fig. 2, where the dotted and dot-

dashed lines indicate the data obtained without considering the influence of the low gas

pressure on the viscosity, i.e using jo.=jj.O- It is seen that the range of the particle with the

diameter of, for example, 1 îm is almost an order larger than the value calculated using a

constant viscosity value \l=\i$. Fig. 3 further shows the particle diameter dependence of the

range for the cases with several different initial velocities at an atmospherical helium

pressure.

In Fig. 4, we give the minimum helium gas pressure, required for a particle to be retarded to
have the range no larger than R=5 cm, versus the initial velocity of particle for two different
diameters: <& =0.5 and 2u,m. From Fig. 4, it is obvious that we may use helium gas with the
pressure, respectively, of 43 or 4.7 torr to stop the copper or plastic particle of diameter of 0.5
\ixn with an initial velocity of 400 m/s within the reach of 5 cm.

In Figure 5 is plotted the mass range, defined as Rp = R-vo-O "Pg> f° r a spherical copper

particle, respectively, with the diameter of 0.1 (dotted), or 1 (dashed), or 10 |im (dot-dashed

line) having helium buffer gas pressure of 1 atm as a function of its initial velocity Vo, where

the solid line gives the rensiprocal of the x-ray attenuation coefficient, i.e. l/a(hv) versus the
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Fig. 4 - Helium gas pressure, required for the spherical particles of copper (a) and plastic material (b) to
have 5-cm range in helium gas, versus its initial velocity for the cases with their diameters of 0.5 [im (solid),

2 fim (dotted). The density of the plastic material is taken to have the value of 1 g/crrr.

10
Vo (m/s)
hv (eV)

1000

Fig. 5. Mass range Rp of a spherical copper particle with the diameters of 0.1 (dotted), 1 (dashed), and 10 jj.m
(dot-dashed line) having helium buffer gas at an atmospheric pressure as a function of its initial velocity VQ,
where the solid line shows the x-ray 1/e-intensity penetration depth l/fi(hv) versus the photon energy hv

x-ray photon energy. In fact, l/oc(hv) is the x-ray propagation distance when its intensity

decreases by a factor of l/e=0.368.

For soft x-ray applications, some expensive parts, such as, for example, the optics, x-ray filter,
masks, thin membrane windows for lithography case, should be positioned outside the reach
of the particles to avoid unexpected coating or damage. Figure 5 shows which particles can be
well stopped by using one atmosphere helium buffer gas, but still keeping a 0.368-
transmittence for x-ray photons at a given energy. For example, corresponding to x-ray
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photon energy of about 70 eV, the mass range used is about 10~5 g/cm2, and then it is known
from the figure that the maximum velocities of the particles with the diameters of 0.1 and
1 |im, are, respectively, about 400 and 16 m/s.

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

1. The range of the spherical particle with an initial velocity having a background buffer gas

is expressed by Eq. (11) for Re < 103 and Eq. (20) for 103 < Re <2.2-105. The Renynolds

nomber range Re < 2.2 -10 is much sufficient for the use of the particle range estimation for

debris generated in a laser-produced plasm chamber.

2. If the particle sizes are comparable to or larger than the mean free path of the gas molecules
used, the influence of the gas pressure on gas viscosity should be considered. In this case the
viscosity may be calculated by formula (21).

3. For most of cases, the Reynolds number of the debris generated in laser produced plasma
chamber is less than 1000. For example, the Reynolds number Re ~ 433 for a particle of

diameter of 100 jim with the initial velocity of V0=500 m/s in a helium-filled gas chamber at

the pressure of one atm. For very small particles, i.e. with P • <E> < 140 torr jam satisfied, it may

be known from Eqs. (11) and (24) that the particle range R for helium buffer gas is roughly

approximated by Eq. (28) with an error of near ±20%.

4. The drag coefficients of Eqs. (4a) and (4b) are based on the assumption that the gas can be
considered as incompressible. It is not difficult to show that the maximum value of the
fractional change for the gas density ApCT/pg due to the particle movement in gas is of the

order of M2/2, where M is Mach number of the particle (velocity/speed of sound). If using

helium as the buffer gas in laser plasma chamber, the sound speed is about UHe=l03 m/s. For

the particle velocity Vo of up to 400 m/s, Apg/pg would be less than 0.1. As a matter of fact, it

has been shown that when the Reynolds number is less than 600, the drag coefficients
measured under the condition of M=0.4 is no more than 20% larger than those obtained for
M=0 [12]. This means that the result, deduced in this work, can be still used for the estimation
of the flight ranges of the particle, if its velocity is no larger than M=0.4.
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